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Abstract:  

Nanoindentation was combined with electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) to investigate 

the crystallographic anisotropy of indentation responses of individual grains in the 

superelastic Ti2033 alloy. The high statistic of measurements from grains oriented over a 

large range of crystallographic directions facilitated a fundamental study covering the entire 

stereographic triangle of the β phase. For a highlighted visual effect, results were presented 

as inverse pole figure distribution maps of depth recovery, work recovery, indentation 

modulus and hardness. Results showed that the pronounced anisotropy behaviors of 

indentation modulus, depth and work recovery ratios resulted from the anisotropy in Young’s 

modulus and in compressive lattice distortion between the bcc structure of β phase and the 

orthorhombic structure of the stress-induced α’’ martensite phase, respectively. However, 

orientation dependence was gone when plasticity occurred. The orientation-independency in 

indentation hardness was due to the various slip systems that might be activated within bcc 

crystals.  

 

Keywords: Titanium alloys; Nanoindentation; Electron backscattered diffraction; 

superelasticity; mechanical anisotropy; martensitic transformation. 
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1. Introduction 

Superelasticity and mechanical properties of Ti alloys significantly depends on the 

crystallographic orientation [1-4]. Uniaxial tensile tests on single crystals oriented in <100>β, 

<110>β and <111>β for metastable β-Ti alloys were realized by Zhang et al. [5] and showed 

a clear crystallographic anisotropy of the superelasticity and mechanical responses. 

Currently, compression pillars have also been used to investigate the local material 

properties at micron and submicron length scales which rely strongly upon miniaturized 

specimens [6, 7]. Knowledge of orientation-dependent behavior in superelastic Ti alloys is 

highly desirable in order to optimize the mechanical performances of functional devices to 

meet the requirements for any proposed applications. To broaden these experimental studies 

covering more crystallographic directions in the β-Ti crystals, a large number of differently 

oriented single crystals would be necessary. However, tremendous resources with regard to 

specimen preparations prohibit extensive testing programs [8]. On the other hand, 

nanoindentation, when combined with suitable analysis methods, has the potential to become 

an efficient tool to provide desired information on the anisotropic performances at 

significantly lower resources and cost at micrometer or nanometer scale [7, 9-13].  

Recently, nanoindentation has been also used to investigate the superelastic effect 

[14-19]. When the nanoindentation platform is coupled with optical microscopy, the targeted 

indent locations can be chosen visibly and precisely [10]. As such, a large number of 

nanoindentations can be performed on individual grains with a wide variety of crystal 

orientations in polycrystalline materials [9, 20], which is particularly feasible to investigate 

the anisotropic properties of polycrystalline materials at grain scale. The information on 

anisotropy of the superelasticity, hardness and elastic modulus at grain scale can be of great 

interest to understand and predict the influences of texture on the macroscopic properties of 

engineering alloys. However, only a few concerned experimental studies exist in literature. 

Polycrystalline β-metastable Ti-20Zr-3Mo-3Sn alloy (at.%; abbreviated as Ti2033) was 

investigated in the present work. According to the results in earlier work in our group [21], 

Ti2033 alloys exhibited good superelasticity with a high strain recovery of 3.5% after 

solution-treated at 1123 K for 0.5 h, and the effect of texture on the superelasticity of Ti2033 

were studied by macroscale tensile test experiments. In the present study, nanoindentation 

was employed to characterize the local mechanical properties within individual grains for 

which orientations were known from prior electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) 

mapping. The strategy of coupling nanoindentation with EBSD was to explore the 

crystallographic anisotropy of the indentation responses in individual grains of β Ti2033 
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polycrystalline alloy.  

2. Materials and methods 

The Ti2033 alloy was elaborated using cold crucible levitation melting (CCLM) of pure 

raw materials. The synthesized button-shape ingots were then homogenized at 1223 K for 20 

h, 90 % cold-rolled, recrystallized at 1073 K for 0.5 h, and water-quenched, so as to retain 

the β-metastable phase with appropriate grain size and random texture having all possible 

crystal orientations. 

The phase composition was analyzed by x-ray diffraction (XRD) using a Bruker D8 

Advance XRD system with Cu Kα radiation operated at 40 kV and 40 mA over the 2θ range 

of 36° - 95° with a step size of 0.02° and a scanning speed of 0.2°/min. The morphology and 

grain size was observed by optical microscopy. The crystallographic orientations of 

individual grains were identified by electron back-scattered diffraction (EBSD) analyses on a 

JEOL JSM 6400 scanning electron microscope equipped with a TSL EBSD system using an 

accelerating voltage of 20 kV, a working distance of 15 mm, and a step size of 4 μm. Data 

were analyzed using CHANNEL 5 software package. The specimens were prepared by 

electrochemical polishing in an electrolyte composed of perchloric acid (4 vol. %) and 

methanol (96 vol. %) with a controlled temperature of -14 ~ -16 °C and a controlled electric 

current of 0.2 A for 45 s. Surface roughness (Ra) was measured by atomic force microscopy 

(AFM). 

Nanoindentation tests were performed on grains with the size larger than 50 µm along 

the surface normal direction using two indenters: a spherical indenter with a radius of 50 μm 

(Sp50) and a Berkovich (Bkv) indenter. The two indenters have been calibrated on fused 

silica. Individual grains with defined orientations by EBSD were located by optical 

microscopy attached to the instrumented nanoindentation test system. To minimize the 

influence of grain boundaries and neighboring grains, nanoindentation tests were performed 

at approximately central area of each targeted grain. A large number of nanoindentation 

measurements were performed on individual grains to explore their superelastic responses 

(depth recovery ratio ηh and work recovery ratio ηw) and mechanical properties (indentation 

hardness HIT and indentation modulus EIT). Measured results were presented in the 

[001]-[101]-[111] standard stereographic triangles based on the inverse pole figure (IPF) in 

surface normal direction (ND, parallel to the indentation direction), in order to build the 

distribution maps (ηh - , ηw - , EIT - and HIT - IPF), which could correlate the mechanical 

properties with the crystallographic orientation of a given individual grain. Note that the 

points in ηh - , ηw - , EIT - and HIT - IPFs were positioned according to the orientation 
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positions of measured grains in the EBSD IPF in ND, and their colors were scaled according 

to the measured values. Each colored point was related to an average value of at least five 

measurements. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Microstructural characterizations 

The XRD profile in Fig. 1a displays the (011), (002), (112), (202) and (013) reflections 

corresponding to the bcc β-Ti polycrystalline structure. Figs. 1b-d present the optical 

microscope image, EBSD orientation map and the corresponding IPF in ND referring to the 

same studied area. It shows a typical equiaxed β-grain microstructure with average diameter 

of 70 µm and randomly distributed orientations, and grain boundaries can be evidently 

observed. It also demonstrates that individual grains identified by EBSD can be selected 

correspondingly by optical microscopy just before proceeding to nanoindentation 

measurements. It is worth noting that the optical microscope image was acquired at a slight 

underfocus to highlight the grain boundaries. The surface roughness (Ra) measured by AFM 

is as low as 8.4 nm suggesting that the electrochemically polished surface is in a high quality 

for nanoindentation measurements.  

The analyzed region contains hundreds of grains for which the orientation covers the 

whole IPF, which allows a substantial study on the orientation dependence of the 

superelasticity, indentation modulus and indentation hardness at the grain scale in the 

superelastic β Ti2033 alloy. For easy understanding, examples of three different oriented 

grains, G1, G2 and G3, are illustrated to show how the point locations in the standard 

stereographic triangle correlate to the actual grains in optical microscope image and EBSD 

orientation map.  Jo
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Fig. 1 (a) XRD pattern, (b) optical microscope image, (c) EBSD orientation map and (d) inverse pole 

figure (IPF) in surface normal direction (ND) obtained from the same area in Ti2033 alloy. 

3.2 Nanoindentation load-displacement curves 

Fig. 2 shows the normalized load-displacement (F-h) curves for grains oriented in 

<001>β, <101>β, and <111>β, respectively. The maximum indentation load was controlled 

respectively at Fm = 60 mN for the Sp50 indenter and at Fm = 10 mN for the Bkv indenter, so 

as to obtain an approximately equivalent maximum indentation depth hm for both indenters 

(hm ≈ 300 nm). Normalized nanoindentation curves were obtained from the raw 

load-displacement (F-h) curves by scaling the load and depth by their respective maximum 

load Fm and maximum depth hm. Normalized F/Fm - h/hm curves gives more sensitivity to 

unloading curves and enable a direct reading of ηh values which correspond to the 

x-intercepts of unloading curves, as indicated in Fig. 2a. The depth recovery ratio ηh is 

defined as the recoverable depth divided by the maximum depth hm. The work recovery ratio 

ηw is defined as the ratio of recoverable work to the total work and is represented by the area 

enclosed between the normalized unloading curve, the y=1 vertical line and the x axis. 

Normalized F-h curves allow to emphasize the orientation dependence of ηh and ηw ratios. 
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Fig. 2 Normalized F/Fm - h/hm nanoindentation curves of Sp50 (continuous curves) and Bkv (dotted 

curves) indentations applied on: (a) <001> crystals, (b) <101> crystals, and (c) <111> crystals.  

 

When indenting with the Sp50 indenter, the recoverability is highly dependent on the 

crystallographic orientation of the indented grain: ηh and ηw for grains orientated in the 

<001>β direction, noted ηh <001> and ηw <001>, have the largest values of 82% and 83%, 

respectively, as compared to ηh <101> and ηw <101> that present intermediate values of 75% and 

75%, and ηh <111> and ηw <111> that display the lowest values of 69% and 68%. For the Bkv 

indenter, recovery ratios are relatively low (~32%), with no significant 

orientation-dependence. The characteristic of unloading curves is closely associated with the 

recoverability and reflects the deformation mechanisms underneath the indenters. Bkv 

indenter produces sudden high stresses, leads to an immediate onset of plasticity, and 

subsequently causes extremely steep unloading curves [20], whereas spherical indentations 

exhibit gentle and soft unloading curves, suggesting the occurrence of strain accommodation 

by reversible phase transformation [22]. It is noteworthy that measurements of recoverability 

(ηh and ηw) by nanoindentation demonstrate high reproducibility. For instance, using Sp50 

indenter, the means values of depth recovery ratio <ηh > for each principal direction show 

very small mean standard deviations of 1.04 %, 0.93 %, and 1.38% for the <001>β, <101>β, 

and <111>β directions, respectively. 

 

3.3 Anisotropy of depth and work recovery ratios 

To present the crystallographic anisotropy of the superelasticity, depth- and work- 

recovery ratios of Sp50 and Bkv indentations measured from individual grains were 

presented in standard stereographic triangles in Fig. 3. With this representation, it is clearly 

observed that ηh and ηw values are indeed influenced by the crystallographic orientations. For 

both indenters, grains orientated in the <001>β direction exhibit the largest ηh and ηw values, 

and followed by those of grains oriented in the <101>β and <111>β directions. Besides, the 

ηh and ηw values for Sp50 indenter are higher than those for the Bkv indenter in all directions. 
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Specifically, the values of ηh and ηw for the Sp50 indenter vary in the ranges of 66% - 85% 

and 67% - 86%, respectively, for which the ranges are approximately twice of those for the 

Bkv indenter with ηh varying from 29% to 40% and ηw from 31% to 38%, respectively. The 

larger dispersion ranges (∆ (max-min)) of ηh and ηw values obtained with the Sp50 indenter 

suggest that spherical indentations are more sensitive to the crystallographic loading 

direction when compared to the Bkv indentations. It confirms that the spherical 

nanoindentation is capable of characterizing the crystallographic anisotropy of the depth- 

and work- recoverability involving reversible stress-induced martensitic (SIM) 

transformation in superelastic alloys. 

 

Fig. 3 ηh - IPF and ηw - IPF measured with: (a, b) Sp50 indenter and (c, d) Bkv indenter. 

 

The different nanoindentation behaviors probed using two different indenters is strongly 

related to the geometry of the indenter tips. Indenting with the Sp50 indenter clearly displays 

higher recoverability evidencing the superelasticity, whereas Bkv indentations result in more 

pronounced plastic deformation. The sharp Bkv indenter generates high strain which cannot 

be accommodated by elastic deformation and stress-induced martensitic transformation 

(superelastic deformation), so that plastic deformation through dislocation motions is the 

predominant deformation mechanism under Bkv indenter [23, 24]. In the case of Bkv 
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indentations, their ηh and ηw values vary narrowly with respect to crystal orientations. It 

could be argued that plastic deformation of β phase seems not sensitive to crystallographic 

direction. The SIM transformation competes with the dislocation motions. The generation of 

dislocations, on one hand, is not desirable for the occurrence of SIM transformation from β 

phase to α″ phase, and on the other hand, impedes the reverse transformation from α″ phase 

to the parent β phase, resulting in a low recoverability. In contrast, the strain field developed 

underneath the Sp50 indenter is more likely to favor larger martensitic transformation and 

facilitate the capture of the superelastic nature in metastable β Ti2033 alloy. Therefore, it can 

be concluded here that the indenters in different geometries generate different strain level, 

and reveal different amount of elastic, superelastic and plastic deformation, showing the 

characteristics of different magnitudes of indentation recovery ratios for spherical and Bkv 

indentations.  

It is well established that the superelasticity nature in β-Ti alloys arises from the 

reversible martensitic transformation between the bcc structure of the parent β phase and the 

C-centered orthorhombic structure of the stress-induced α’’ martensite [21, 25-27]. The 

formation of α’’ phase from a β crystal follows the orientation relationships [28]: {100}β // 

(100)α″, and <111>β // [110]α″. Six lattice correspondence variants Vi (i = 1 to 6) can be 

defined from the orientation relationship, as shown in Fig. 4. It is commonly assumed that 

the variant that would accommodate maximum strain along the loading direction 

(compression or tension) would produce maximum driving force for the martensitic 

transformation and would thus be preferentially formed in each grain [1, 4, 29]. Thus, the 

formation of the favorable variants of stress-induced martensite is dependent on the loading 

direction. It also suggests that superelastic effect is orientation-dependent. The theoretical 

maximum value of transformation strain which can be obtained along a given 

crystallographic direction of the β phase is consisted with the maximum lattice deformation 

strain that can be obtained along this direction. Jo
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Fig. 4 The six lattice correspondences between the bcc structure of the β phase and the orthorhombic 

structure of α″ martensite phase. 

 

When a given vector X in the coordinates of the parent β phase is transformed to X′ in 

the coordinates of α" phase through martensitic transformation (Fig. 4), the transformation 

strain of each variant ε
𝛽→𝛼′′
(𝑉𝑖)

 is calculated by [30, 31]: 

ε
β→α′′
(Vi)

=
|𝑋′(𝑉𝑖)|−|𝑋|

|𝑋|
                           (1) 

where 𝑋′(𝑉𝑖) = 𝑇(𝑉𝑖)𝑋, and T
(Vi)

 represents the lattice distortion matrix expressed in the 

coordinates of the parent β phase for each martensitic variant. The superelastic recovery is 

related to the transformation strain which arises from geometric lattice distortions between 

the β and α″ crystals. Therefore, the transformation strain can be calculated using the lattice 

parameters of β and α" phases, and their lattice correspondences. Lattice parameters 

calculated using unit-cell refinement software with the data from the XRD pattern of 

magnetron-sputtered Ti2033 film elaborated in our lab (in press) were used for the 

transformation strain calculations of Ti2033 alloys: aβ = 3.395 Å, aα″= 3.219 Å, bα″ = 5.008 

Å, and cα″ = 4.874 Å. It is noted that the lattice parameters of β and α″ phases in Ti2033 film 

were used, rather than those of Ti2033 bulk measured by synchrotron XRD during tensile 

test [21]. The reason is that the formation of α″ phase in Ti2033 bulk during tensile test is 
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activated in tension, whereas the α″ phase in Ti2033 film is compression-stress-induced 

since magnetron-sputtered films elaborated at low sputtering pressure generally exhibit 

compressive stress due to the atomic peening mechanism [32]. Nanoindentation closely 

tends to produce compression loading condition in some sense, so that the martensitic 

transformation is induced in compression, which makes it more reasonable to use the lattice 

parameters of Ti2033 film for the calculation of transformation strain in order to rationalize 

the nanoindentation responses in the present work. 

Fig. 5a shows the coordinate system employed for calculations of transformation strain 

ε
𝛽→𝛼′′
(𝑉𝑖)

 along different loading directions. The angle θ denotes the angle between [001]β 

direction and the loading direction. Thus, when θ is equal to 0°, 54.74° or 90°, the loading 

direction refers to [001]β, [111]β, or [110]β crystallographic directions of the β phase, 

respectively. Fig. 5b shows the transformation strain 𝜀
𝛽→𝛼′′
(𝑉𝑖)

 calculated for each variant as a 

function of θ angle. The sign of the transformation strain ε
β→𝛼″
(Vi)

 implies the strain states 

under which the β→α″ transformation occurs: positive values for tensile strain state and 

negative ones for compressive strain state. It is observed that there is a pronounced 

difference in the magnitude of transformation strain in tension and compression for a given 

loading direction, suggesting a strong tension-compression asymmetry in the strain response. 

This asymmetry phenomenon was commonly observed during uniaxial tests in superelastic β 

titanium textured alloys [5, 33] and in NiTi alloys [34-36].  

 

Fig. 5 (a) Schematic illustration of the coordinate system employed for calculations of transformation 

strain. The angle θ denotes the angle between the loading direction and [001]β direction in the considered 

β grain oriented in [11̅0]β. (b) Transformation strain ε
𝛽→𝛼′′
(𝑉𝑖)

 of each variant as a function of θ angle. 
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More focus is on the negative values of ε
β→𝛼″
(Vi)

 (half-below y-axis) which represents the 

theoretical compressive strains that can be accommodated during 

compressive-stress-induced martensitic transformation in Ti2033 alloy. Although 

nanoindentation test is different as compared to compressive uniaxial tests, it is likely in the 

same sense that compressive strain field is developed when the indenter is pressed into the 

material surface during nanoindentation. As can be seen from Fig. 5b, the transformation 

strain evolves with θ. When the indentation loading direction is along the [001]β (θ = 0°), V5 

and V6 variants have the largest magnitude of ε
β→𝛼″
(Vi)

 (5.4%), and thus can be preferentially 

indentation-induced, showing the potential to obtain a large superelastic recovery. When the 

loading direction is along [111]β (θ = 54.74°) and [110]β (θ = 90°), the magnitudes of 

ε
β→𝛼″
(Vi)

 are comparable at 0.7% and 1.2%, respectively. Transformation strain calculations 

show the crystallographic anisotropy of martensitic transformation through the existence of 

the six martensite variants. 

To comprehensively show the orientation dependence of the transformation strain, 

the ε
β→𝛼″
(Vi)

 were calculated for 85 representative orientations located in the 

[001]-[101]-[111] standard stereographic triangle. Among the negative values of 

calculated ε
β→𝛼″
(Vi)

 for a given direction, the one with the largest magnitute was recorded as 

the theoretical maximum transformation strain under compression for this considered 

direction and was presented correspondingly in the standard stereographic triangle in Fig. 

6. It is shown that the grains oriented in <001>β direction exhibit the maximum 

transformation strain of 5.4%, and it decreases as the orientation changes from <001>β 

towards <101>β and <111>β directions, as indicated by the contour lines in Fig. 6.  

 

Fig. 6 Orientation dependence of the calculated maximum transformation strain associated with the 
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indentation-induced martensitic transformation from the β to ″ phases in Ti2033 alloy. 

It is clearly observed that transformation strain calculations and experimental ηh and 

ηw measurements are in good qualitative agreement following the same trend. That is, the 

crystallographic anisotropy of the recoverability in ηh - IPF and ηw -IPF can be 

rationalized by the calculations of maximum transformation strain under compression on 

the basis of the crystallographic orientation relationship of the martensitic transformation 

in β -Ti alloys. Therefore, it is reasonable to accept that the ηh - and ηw - IPF distributions 

can capture and reflect the crystallographic anisotropy of the superelasticity.  

3.4 Anisotropy of the indentation modulus 

Fig. 7 shows the distribution of the indentation modulus, EIT - IPF, for the Sp50 and 

Bkv indenters. According to color scales, the IPFs were scaled into 3 sections with the 

dashed lines. The colored points distributed within the IPF triangles for the two indenters 

follow the same trend: the grains orientated in <001>β and <111>β crystallographic 

directions exhibit the lowest and largest values, respectively, and grains orientated in <101>β 

direction fall in the intermediate, which suggests the orientation dependence of EIT. For a 

given orientation, the EIT value for Bkv indenter was observed to be lower than that for Sp50 

indenter, which is consistent with the results reported for pure titanium [37] and Ti2448 alloy 

[20]. 

 

Fig. 7 Indentation modulus inverse pole figures (EIT-IPF) measured with: (a) the Sp50 indenter and (b) the 

Bkv indenter. 

The orientation dependence of indentation modulus EIT can be qualitatively analyzed 

from the crystallographic anisotropy of calculated Young’s modulus. A cubic crystal can be 

characterized by only three independent elastic constants (c11, c12 and c44) due to the strong 

cubic symmetry. For all classes of cubic crystals, Young’s modulus Ehkl in any 
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crystallographic direction [h k l] can be calculated by the following equation [38-40]： 

𝐸ℎ𝑘𝑙 = {
𝑐11+𝑐12

(𝑐11−𝑐12)(𝑐11+2𝑐12)
+ (

1

𝑐44
−

2

𝑐11−𝑐12
)

(ℎ2𝑘2+ℎ2𝑙2+𝑘2𝑙2)

(ℎ2+𝑘2+𝑙2)2 }
−1

             (2) 

It is worth noting that the Young’s modulus corresponds to uniaxial testing conditions 

while the indentation modulus is obtained from rather more complex loading conditions with 

triaxial stress state. The neglect of the triaxial stress state under the indenter introduces some 

difficulties to clearly determine the real local Young’s modulus. Nevertheless, the objective 

of this work was focused on evolution tendency of elastic modulus with respect to the 

crystallographic orientations, rather than the determination of the absolute value of this local 

elastic property. Comparison of the values of the Young’s and indentation moduli deserves 

further research. Thus, indentation modulus evolution could be roughly correlated with the 

evolution of Young’s modulus. For a grain orientated in <h k l> direction aligned with the 

loading axis, the Young’s modulus Ehkl can be deduced from Eq. 2. The elastic constants of 

Ti-22Zr alloy, c11 = 109.2 GPa, c12 = 98.9 GPa and c44 = 14.3 GPa [41], were used for the 

calculation of theoretical Young’s modulus and were considered for discussion and 

comparison with indentation moduli measured in our Ti2033 alloy. 

Fig. 8 shows the inverse pole figure distribution of calculated Young’s modulus for 

Ti-22Zr β crystal. The crystallographic orientation dependence is obviously demonstrated as 

indicated by the ranges bounded by dashed lines. The IPF distribution of calculated Young’s 

modulus shows a decreasing trend as the crystallographic orientation of grains changes from 

<111>β towards the <101>β and <001>β, which is in a good qualitative agreement with the 

nanoindentation measurements in Fig. 7. The observed orientation dependence in Ti2033 is 

consistent with that calculated from the measured elastic stiffness in Ti-29Nb-Ta-Zr and 

Ti-25Nb-Ta-Zr single crystals [42]. Indentation moduli measured by nanoindentation are 

likely to be overestimated compared to Young’s moduli calculated with elastic constants, 

which is probably due to the overestimation of the true contact area [43, 44]. Accurate 

determination of the rue contact area during post-experiment using imaging techniques can 

be employed only if elastic recovery is negligible, which is not the present case. 
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Fig. 8 Orientation dependence of Young’s modulus calculated from elastic constants of Ti-22Zr alloy. 

3.5 Indentation hardness 

Fig. 9 shows the indentation hardness inverse pole figure (HIT -IPF) measured with the 

Sp50 and Bkv indenters. In contrast to the inverse pole figure distributions of ηh, ηw EIT, no 

significant trend was found for HIT values as a function of the crystallographic orientation for 

both indenters, suggesting that HIT is orientation-independent. Similar result has been 

reported in polycrystalline β Ti-Al alloys where no obvious change was identified for 

indentation hardness of β grains [45]. It is related to the bcc structure of the β grains which 

can contain 48 possible slip systems. In β-Ti alloys, slip planes are observed to be {110}, 

{112} or {123} planes and several slip systems are frequently observed to operate 

simultaneously in the same grain [46, 47]. Thus, the isotropic distribution of HIT values of 

the Ti2033 alloy can be ascribed to the active dislocation activity in bcc crystals. It is 

different from the observations in pure α-Ti with hexagonal structure that indentation 

hardness varied significantly with crystal orientation: indentation hardness for individual 

grains orientated in [0001] direction exhibited the highest value, then decreased as the 

orientations deviated from the [0001] direction [8, 37, 48]. This is due to a strong anisotropy 

of slip systems in hcp α-Ti structure.  
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Fig.9 Indentation hardness inverse pole figures (HIT-IPF) measured with: (a) the Sp50 indenter and (b) the 

Bkv indenter. 

4 Conclusion 

In the present study, the superelastic Ti2033 alloy was investigated by nanoindentation 

and EBSD in order to shed lights on the crystallographic anisotropy of indentation responses. 

The main conclusions were made as follows: 

(1) The crystallographic anisotropy of the superelasticity revealed in ηh - IPF and ηw 

-IPF can be rationalized by the calculations of maximum transformation strain under 

compression on the basis of the crystallographic orientation relationship of the martensitic 

transformation in β-Ti alloys. Therefore, it is reasonable to accept that the nanoindentation ηh 

- and ηw - IPF distributions can capture and reflect the crystallographic anisotropy of the 

superelasticity. 

 (2) Indentation modulus EIT exhibited orientation dependence for both Sp50 and Bkv 

indenters. The IPF distributions of the indentation modulus were qualitatively similar to the 

one predicted by calculations of Young’s modulus from the measured elastic constants. No 

crystallographic anisotropy of indentation hardness was detected, due to multiple slip 

systems activated in the bcc β crystal.  

(3) Indentation responses were strongly determined by the indenter geometry. Spherical 

nanoindentation is more appropriate to capture the superelastic nature of materials and probe 

crystallographic anisotropy of the indentation responses, due to the strain distribution field 

generated under the Sp50 indenter which is smoothly distributed and more favorable for the 

martensitic transformation (superelastic deformation), as compared to the case of sharp Bkv 

indenter. 
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Graphical abstract 

 

Highlights 

 A strategy of combining nanoindentation with EBSD was proposed.  

 Anisotropy of indentation responses was studied at individual grain scale. 

 Anisotropy in superelasticity arises from anisotropy in β→α″ transformation strain.  

 Indentation responses were strongly determined by the indenter geometry. 

 Spherical nanoindentation is capable of probing the superelasticity of Ti alloys. 
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